This report makes available the principal facts for 397 gravity stations in the vicinity of Newberry Volcano, Oregon. The observed gravity values have been reduced to the gravity datum of Woollard and Rose (1963) . The primary base station is California Division of Mines and Geology base station 173 (Chapman, 1966, p. 36) at Menlo Park, California, where the observed gravity is 979,958.74 mGal. Free air anomalies were calculated using the International Gravity Formula of 1930. Terrain corrections for all stations to a radial distance of 166.7 km were calculated using a procedure developed by Plouff (1977) . Most terrain corrections were calculated by computer all the way in to the station, but inner zones of some stations were determined by hand where local relief indicated that the digitization model of the terrain would not be sufficiently accurate. The terrain correction in general is the major source of inaccuracy in the complete Bouguer anomaly and may be in error as much as 10 percent. Further details of the data reduction procedures and were described by Robbins and others (1974) and Oliver and others (1981) . Roberts in 1975 Roberts in , 1976 Roberts in , and 1979 on traverses by road, foot, boat, helicopter, and motor toboggan. The data from the 1970's were obtained with a Lacoste and Romberg gravity meter and the observed gravity values are generally accurate to about 0.05 mGal. The gravity meter used in the data set from the 1960's was not properly compensated for temperature changes according » to Luetscher and reoccupation of about 70 selected stations has indicated discrepancies as large as 3 mGal. In order to obtain maximum data quality near the top of Newberry Volcano we have retained only those stations from the 1960's that are located low on the flanks of the volcano, and we have also reoccupied all earlier stations of the 1960's from individual traverses that showed excessive discrepancies. However, certain stations from this earlier set may be in error by as much as 2 mGal.
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